
HOUSE RULES 

By buying an entrance ticket for and/or by entering the event site, the visitor agrees to the house rules 

below. Absolutely Fresh reserves the right to revise these house rules. These house rules are subject 

to the General Terms and Conditions for Visitors of Absolutely Fresh. Violation of the house can lead to 

denial of access to the event site without refund. 

In case of doubt or discussion, the organization has final say. 

 

Own risk / liability 

The visitor enters the event site at their own risk. Absolutely Fresh accepts no liability for any physical 

or material damage. 

Absolutely Fresh does everything in its power to organize its events as safely as possible. There are, 

where possible, lockers available where things can be stored after payment. Cases of theft must 

always be reported to the police. Absolutely Fresh cannot be held liable for theft, loss or damage to 

(personal) property. 

When inflicting damage to other people's property, the person who inflicts the damage, will be held 

responsible for compensating the damage in question. In serious cases, the police will be called in. 

Minimum age and identification requirement 

The minimum age for visitors is 18 years, unless explicitly communicated otherwise by the 

organization. Visitors must be in possession of a valid ID (passport, identity card or driving license) and 

must be able to show this on request. 

(Access) control and visitation 

When entering the event site, personal property may be searched for prohibited items. Security 

checks the visitor's clothing, pockets, bags and/or shoes. It is also possible that the police will search 

the visitor. If (one of) the above checks are refused, the visitor can be refused access to the event site 

without refund. 

Admission requirements 

Wearing offensive clothing is prohibited, as well as clothing that makes visitors recognizable as a 

group, sports kits and/or clearly sponsored clothing. 

Possession of legally prohibited items such as weapons and (hard) drugs is not permitted. 

It is not permitted to bring liquids, drinks, food, glassware, cans and/or plastic bottles. 

Visitors who are under the influence of substances (alcohol, drugs, medicines, etc.) can be 

(preventively) denied access to the grounds. 

Visitors who are denied entry to the grounds are not entitled to a refund. 

Medicines / food allergy 

Bringing medication and/or own food is not allowed, unless the visitor can prove the necessity for it. 

Medication must be in the original packaging with consumer medicine information leaflet. 

  



Alcohol and smoking policy 

The serving of alcohol to minors is prohibited by law. We do not serve alcohol to persons under the 

age of 18. 

Smoking is only allowed in the open air. Smoking is not allowed in tents, (temporary) buildings and/or 

under roofs. 

Removal policy 

Absolutely Fresh strives to make its events run as smooth and entertaining as possible. Nevertheless, 

in the event of (imminent) serious misconduct, it is possible to proceed to removal of the visitor(s) 

concerned. 

➢ Visitors can be removed if they do not follow warnings of the staff. 

➢ Visitors can be removed if they are a nuisance to their environment. 

➢ Visitors may be removed if they climb and/or destroy fences and/or other installations or 

infrastructures. 

➢ Visitors may be arrested if they are caught committing criminal offences. 

Camera surveillance 

At various places on the terrain cameras have been placed. Everyone attending the event agrees that 

recordings may be made. In case of calamities, these recordings can be shown to third parties as 

supporting material. 

Photography/video and audio recordings 

Video/photo recordings will be made throughout the event. When entering the event each visitor 

gives explicit and irrevocable permission for these recordings and for use by or on behalf of Absolutely 

Fresh for commercial/marketing purposes. 

Marketing activities 

Marketing activities on and around the event site are not permitted without the explicit prior consent 

of Absolutely Fresh. This includes any form of marketing. Violators will have to identify themselves 

and/or will be handed over to the police. Violators will be held liable for all cleaning/repair costs, any 

fines by the government as well as for all material and immaterial consequential damages. 

Calamities 

In the event of a (impending) calamity, the instructions of the staff and/or emergency services must be 

followed immediately. 

Regulators 

Every regulator, special investigating officer or government official must identify himself immediately 

at the entrance and ask for the event manager on duty (article 5:12 of the General Administrative Law 

Act). 

Complaints and procedures 

If a visitor has complaints about the way he/she was treated by Absolutely Fresh, he/she can always 

contact us. If necessary, Absolutely Fresh will then in consultation with the visitor look for a suitable 

solution to the problem. Absolutely Fresh takes all complaints very seriously. 


